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Lecture 5.  
Audit Evidence: Testing Internal Controls, Use of Experts, More Substantive Testing Examples 

 

The Difference – A Test of Control or a Substantive Test

- How internal controls operate and how to test internal controls 

- Assistance with the audit – use of external experts, use of management’s experts 

- Designing practical and focused substantive tests 

- Substantive tests must link to the relevant assertions 

- Identify the difference – test of a control or a substantive test? 

 

Methodology for Tests of Controls and Substantive Tests of Transactions 

- Understand internal control 

- Assess planned internal control risk 

- Determine extent of testing of controls 

- Design tests of controls, and then 

- Design substantive tests of transactions and balances  

 

Responsibility for internal controls (IC)  

- Internal controls improve both the quality and efficiency of business operations and reporting the prime responsibility for 

implementing and monitoring internal controls for a client’s management. 

- Given the value of IC to business operations and reporting functions, it is a requirement of the external auditor to 

understand and evaluate the internal controls operating within the audit client at both the planning stage, and the 

detailed evidence collection stage of the audit (ASA 315.12). 

- Note that as part of the new auditor reporting template, comments on the operation of an entity’s ICs are now an 

important part of the audit opinion (part of Key Audit Matters) and the ability to issue a positive opinion. 

 

Categories of internal control  

- Information processing controls (Lecture 7); general controls, application controls – controls for purpose of IT systems 

- Other internal controls (this lecture); segregation of duties, manual accounting controls, physical controls, performance 

reviews – manual controls 

 

Tests of controls  

- Auditor must obtain sufficient appropriate evidence to support the assessed level of control risk.  

- When control risk is assessed at less than high, it is necessary to gather evidence that controls are working. The evidence 

is gathered via tests of controls. If control strong, risk is low.  

- However, if control risk is assessed at high, the auditor will not undertake test of controls. 

- Auditor selects most efficient and effective combination of tests of controls, substantive tests of transactions, balances 

and disclosures and substantive analytical procedures.  

o Simply looking at detail (substantive test) not enough → must look at sufficient volumes of detail  

 

Assessing control risk  

- Control risk will be assessed as high if auditor has determined that: 

1. Controls do not exist 

2. Controls that do exist will not provide reliable evidence, or 

3. It is more efficient or effective to gather the required evidence by undertaking substantive testing  

- Exception: areas where substantive procedures alone may not provide sufficient appropriate evidence, includes routine 

recording of significant classes of transactions, such as revenue or purchases. These systems are often highly automated 

with little or no manual intervention. 

 

 

 



Aspects of internal control for which evidence is gathered 

 
Identify action statement → link to assertion → control policies + substantive testing 

 

Examples of Basic Types of Internal Control Activities/Procedures  

- Independent Approval, Review, Checking or Recalculation – check whether task performed 

o Authorisation of Purchase or Sales Invoices – ‘can I see your signature?’ → then substantive testing 

o Recompilation of Arithmetic on Vouchers 

o Subsequent Review of Individual Transactions 

Simply going to open folder, look for e.g. bank reconciliation, flicking through and looking for signature by supervisor. 

- Matching of Independently Generated Documents 

o Matching of Sales Invoices and Shipping Documents – occurrence of sales 

o Matching of Purchase Invoices and Receiving Reports – what was invoiced was delivered 

Ensure process documented; staff don’t process something unless documentation that initiated that function exists. 

- Pre-numbering and Sequence Checking of Key Documents 

o Pre-numbered Shipping Documents, Sales Invoices, Cheques, Vouchers etc.  

Know starting and ending no. for a period; helps with completeness; also helps auditor select a sample (helps identify 

volume of population and them randomly select items to collect) 

- Maintenance of Independent Control Totals 

o Recording of Cash Receipts Total Before Banking 

o Use of Batch Controls – recording total no. first 

o Use of Control Accounts 

 

Failure of internal controls  

- The failure of internal controls to protect business operations or data could result from: 

o Cost versus benefit 

o Management override  

o Non-routine transactions 

o Mistakes in judgment 

o Collusion 

o Commencement of new operations 

o Changes in the firm’s operating conditions 

(financial stress leading to staff redundancies and 

restructure) leads to breakdown in segregation of 

duties  

 

Test of Control Procedures 

- Tests of controls, either manual or automated, may include the following types of evidence: 

o Inquiries of appropriate client personnel  



o Inspection of documents, records and reports – documentation trail; validate controls have been performed e.g. 

reconciliations on file, error reports printed etc. 

o Observation of control-related activities – e.g. segregation of duties; actually have to see people involved 

o Re-performance of client procedures 

- Note: the auditor must undertake testing of control procedures at various times during the audit year to ensure the 

controls have been operative effectively for the majority of the time of the audit period, forming the basis of the year-end 

audit opinion. 

 

What if the test of controls suggest that the control is not working? 

- The auditor may undertake the test of controls and find that the necessary degree of reliance cannot be placed on the 

control to reduce the risk of material misstatement to an acceptable level. 

- Auditor will then attempt to identify a compensating control that will reduce the risk of material misstatement, and test 

this control. 

- If there is no compensating control, auditor will have to revise audit program, and undertake substantive procedures 

aimed at assessing the impact of this particular risk. 

 

Transactions in revenues, receivables and receipts system (sales cycle)  

- The sales cycle involves all those transactions and events that are initiated when an entity makes a sale. 

- It is commonly characterised by a high volume of routine transactions. 

- Risks of material misstatements are commonly related to high-volume clerical processing, rather than complex accounting 

problems. 

- Routine transactions: credit sales to customers and cash collections from customers; usually well-controlled and well-

suited to test of controls. 

- Non-routine transactions: adjustments for return of merchandise, allowances for defective merchandise and write-offs or 

allowances for bad debts. 

o Internal control systems for these transactions are not usually as well-developed. Therefore, less likely to test 

controls and more likely to undertake substantive tests of transactions. 

 

Example: Control procedures for sales 

Controls are in place to ensure: 

- Occurrence: all sales recorded are bona fide transactions for merchandise actually shipped to customers. – matching of 

documents; in order for sale to occur, order from customer → shipped inventory → invoice generated 

- Completeness: all sales shipped are invoiced and recorded in accounting records.  

- Accuracy: invoices have been recorded correctly as to amount and summarised correctly. 

- Cut-off: invoices have been recorded in the correct period. 

- Classification: sales classified in accordance with written policies. 

- Presentation: sales are appropriately aggregated or disaggregated and clearly described, and related disclosures are 

relevant and understandable. 

 

Two levels of internal control  

- Internal controls may be divided into two specific groups: 

Group 1 – Preventive Controls 

Group 2 – Detective Controls



Example: Cash at bank account  

- Preventive control: – issue or transaction starts 

o A staff member is responsible for preparing the bank reconciliation for the cash account on a daily, weekly or 

monthly basis. – ensures cash bal. reconciles with an external document; then documentation to prove they did 

it 

- Detective control:  

o An independent and senior staff member is responsible for reviewing the bank reconciliation to ensure the 

quality and completion of the process.  

o Note: the senior member must be qualified to undertake the review procedure. 

Example: Processing of a supplier’s invoice 

Issue: should not enter liability into ledger unless firm has actually received good/service 

- Preventative control: staff member signs supplies invoice that goods were actually received (in good condition and 

correct quantity) or that the services noted on the supplier’s invoice were actually performed satisfactorily by 

supplier. 

- Detective control: separate staff member only processes an accounts payable invoice from supplier when a delivery 

note is attached to supplier’s invoice, or where a staff has signed the invoice to evidence the receipt of goods or 

services. 

o Appropriate signatures appear on the forms to indicate conformance  

How do we determine, as an auditor, that these controls are working? (testing controls) 

 

Example Question: Testing of Controls – Payroll 

- You are an auditor on the Best Health Private Hospital Limited (Best Health) engagement and your initial review of the 

business has highlighted a significant risk in relation to the Payroll Expense account.  

- Best Health employs, in addition to its full-time staff, a significant number of casual nursing, cleaning and 

administrative staff. Overtime is often worked on weekends and night shifts due to shortage of staff. Payment at 

overtime rates for standard shifts to all employees on the weekend and night shifts has been a common occurrence.  

- PROBLEM  

For the Payroll Expense account identified above to be a significant risk:  

(a) Determine the key assertion at risk.  

(b) Describe a preventative internal control (IC) that would directly address the risk.  

(c) Describe a detective (IC) that Best Health could implement in relation to the risk. 

(d) Describe a specific test of control that the auditor would use to gather evidence to support reliance on the IC 

described in (b) and (c) above.  

- SOLUTION: 

a) Key assertion – accuracy (test at transaction level). It is the rate applied to the hours of work that is causing the 

misstatement. It is not occurrence as there is no suggestion that the hours of work were not real (occurred). Staff 

are working the hours, but paid incorrectly; transactional level. If hours worked wrong, then occurrence issue. 

b) Preventative Control – that a shift supervisor signs each time sheet of the employee (authorisation), BUT only 

where the employee should be paid at overtime rates for the hours worked.   

c) Detective Control 



(i) Payroll officer only applies the overtime rate when a shift supervisor’s signature appears on the time sheet, 

and/or   

(ii) A HR manager or accountant reviews the weekly payroll report and compares the actual value of the payroll 

to expected value (budget) for the month, and investigates any material differences  

d) Test of preventative control – the auditor selects a sample of weekly timesheets over the audit period, and notes 

if the signature of the supervisor appears when overtime was undertaken, notes number of exceptions to 

evaluate if the IC has been effective. i.e. go through base document/IT printout 

Test of detective control – the auditor selects a sample of weekly payroll reports and examines the weekly payroll 

for evidence of the signature of the authorised manager that the review of the report was undertaken. i.e. are 

the rules/polices working as expected? 

 

Example: Testing of Controls – Purchasing Functions 

- How would the auditor would test that the stated controls are operating?  

- If the auditor is reviewing the accounts payable cycle the auditor would need evidence that as a purchase takes place, 

it is real, correctly recorded, paid only once and at the correct value. Therefore, it is important to ensure that ICs are 

in place and that the following events are validated:  

a) Goods delivered were the goods ordered – Agree the delivery to the company’s purchase order (copy should be held 

by receiving dock)  

b) The goods delivered were in the required condition – Use of a stamp  

c) That the suppliers invoice correctly reflects what was delivered – Staff member signs or Use of a stamp  

d) That the suppliers invoice has the correct item prices and total payable – Staff member checks calculations, prices & 

discounts; Use of a stamp  

e) That the payable is correctly updated in the general ledger – Monthly reconciliation of suppliers payable account  

f) That the invoice is paid at the correct time – Creation and review of a computer printout listing invoices due for 

payment in the next pay cycle (based on number of days permitted in the terms of trade)  

g) That the supplier/invoice is only paid once – A control in the accounting software that would prevent a supplier's 

invoice entered into the accounting system where the suppliers invoice number was already in the computer 

database.  

 

Example Question: The Difference Between Test of Control and a Substantive Test  

Following are some of the tests of controls and substantive tests of transactions procedures often performed in the 

payroll and personnel cycle. (Each procedure is to be done on a sample basis.)  

1. Reconcile the monthly payroll total for direct manufacturing labour with the labour cost distribution.  

2. Examine the time card for the approval of a foreman.   

3. Recalculate hours on the time card and compare the total with the total hours for which the employee has been paid. 

4. Compare the employee name, date and pay amounts with the payroll journal.  

- PROBLEM:  

a) Identify whether each of the procedures is primarily a test of control or a substantive test of transactions.   

b) Identify the transaction-related audit objective(s) of each procedure   

 

 

 

 



- SOLUTION 

 

Type of Test Transaction-related audit objective(s) 

1. Substantive test 

of transactions 

To determine if monthly payroll costs have been correctly allocated. (Accuracy)  

Substantive: checking the documentation is correct; mathematical calculations → Accuracy 

2. Test of control To determine if recorded payroll transactions are for work actually performed by existing 

employees. (Occurrence)  

Control: looking for evidence of review/approval → Occurrence 

3. Substantive test 

of transactions 

To determine if employees are paid for the hours they have worked. (Accuracy)  

Substantive: checking mathematical calculations → Accuracy 

4. Substantive test 

of transactions 

To determine if the appropriate person is paid and amount and time are correct. (Accuracy)  

Substantive: calculations → Accuracy 

 

Substantive Tests: The Use of Expert Assistance – Why? Limitation of auditor’s qualifications to field of accounting 

- The complexity of business operations and the nature of business transactions may cause an external auditor to seek 

expert assistance as the audit process is undertaken.   

- The auditor is a professional accountant by training and thus can not be an expert on all matters that may have a 

material effect on the client’s financial statements.   

- The external auditor must ensure the quality control aspects of the assistance provided any person assisting in the 

collection and evaluation of evidence required by the external auditor to form a correct audit opinion.   

- The following points should be used as a basis for the common approach of the external auditor: 

1. The external auditor solely has the responsibility to complete all procedures necessary to both form and issue the 

audit opinion.   

2. The auditor may not refer to the use of experts or others in the audit report issued in accordance with the audit 

standards. Reason – readers should not be confused as to who is responsible for the opinion issued thus only the 

name of the external auditor shall appear. The only exception is if the auditor is required to do so by law (ASA 

620).  

3. The external auditor must ensure all aspects of the work of experts is controlled (see following information). 

 

Using ‘the Work of Others’ in evidence collection and evaluation – ASA 620  

 
Management’s Expert – An Audit Risk?  

The auditor needs to assess carefully the risk associated with the use of management’s expert: 

- Independence (they may be an employee).   

- Restriction in the available pool of experts (this may allow management to exert pressure on an expert to produce a 

favourable report)   

- Are they an expert? (may have the req. qualification but knowledge not up-to-date or there is a lack recent 

experience). 

 

 



Example Question: Use of Experts – Designing Substantive Audit Tests 

Events that may require an ‘expert’ and the assertion tested, and the substantive test applied: 

- Extractive industry – Existence; Accuracy, Valuation & Allocation  

o e.g. attending stocktake of coal; ask quantity surveyor to measure stockpile of coal. As auditor need to ensure it 

is coal i.e. burrow into it for confirmation. 

- Manufacturing – Existence; Accuracy, Valuation & Allocation  

o e.g. refinery; as auditor have to attend stocktake; obliged to ensure the quantity and value of stock on hand 

- Insurance – Completeness; Accuracy, Valuation & Allocation  

o e.g. call on actuaries to valuate (AVA) 

 

Example: Designing a Substantive Test – Fraudulent Payroll Considerations 

Issue: whether there are any fraudulent payments to non-existent employees (occurrence). 

Designing substantive tests by the auditor to detect if any of the following events may have occurred during audit period;  

1. Tests for payroll payments to non-existent employees  

2. Tests for fraudulent hours worked 

3. Tests for incorrect pay rate applied  

- PROBLEM 

a) What key assertion/(s) is at risk 

b) Design a practical substantive test to validate this assertion  

The audit procedure (a substantive test) to collect the focused and relevant evidence should contain following 

elements:  

1. Where does the auditor select the sample from? Depends on issue. 

o From the accounting data base, or from the originating documents or the physical items  

2. What data is to be collected – link to the assertion!   

3. How does the auditor validate the data?   

4. Is communication with management required (type and volume of errors detected)? If issues, communicate w 

mgmt. 

- SOLUTION: 

Test 1 – Non-existent employees  

Assertion: Occurrence  

1. Auditor conducts a payroll audit – unannounced at a payroll distribution day and observes the process, or  

Observation: auditor turns up unannounced, and actually observe payments being collected → What happens to 

payments uncollected → Why didn’t employees show up? → Are they real? 

2. The auditor selects a sample of paid employees from a number or payroll reports, and validates  

a. The existence of a complete HR file   

b. Time sheets to evidence weekly work   

c. Agreement that the bank details in the HR file agree to the payroll disbursement report.   

Documentation; check what is on timesheet back to HR file (document that validates person was hired, has a bank a/c 

etc.) 

Test 2 – Real hours worked 

Assertion: Occurrence – overtime; was it correctly approved? 

1. From the weekly payroll register, select a sample of time sheets / cards for employees and evidence of correct 

completion (normal / overtime hours)  

2. Review employee approved leave periods and ensure NO normal weekly earning have been paid  

3. Review procedure for unclaimed pays  



Test 3 – For correct pay rates  

Assertion: Accuracy  

1. Select a sample of processed/ paid time sheets and perform re-calculations  

2. Agree the pay rates used to approved HR pay rates list or formal pay awards documents – pay rates agree to master 

file 

3. Agree Gross Tax and net pay calculations and any employee approved deductions – i.e. gross tax correct calculated 

Deal w all calculations related to that particular transaction 

 


